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have just received from M. Hauvette, upon
the authenticity of the Itpigrammes ascribed
to Simonides. But he must proceed upon
the hypothesis that the real Tyrtaeus, what-
ever his nativity and franchise, was not a
contemporary of Sophocles : he must resign
the theses tha t ' Lycurgus dates Tyrtaeus not
in the seventh century B.C. but in the fifth,
and that the Messenian War, with which
the name of Tyrtaeus was associated, is the
' th i rd ' Messenian War, circa 464-454 B.C.
What precise dates Lycurgus would have
assigned to Tyrtaeus and to the Messenian
Wars, is another question. If anyone main-
tains that Lycurgus expressly places Tyrtaeus
in the seventh century B.C, I promise Dr.
Verrall an easy victory over him. The true

dates, and the true story of the earlier
Messenian Wars, so far as recoverable, cannot
here be discussed, nor even the genesis of the
later romance, which Pausanias preserves for
us: but it may be suggested that Grote came
short in tracing the legend no further back
than the foundation of Messene in 369 B.C.
We have some pretty clear indications that
the ' story,' as distinct from the ' tradition,'
of the Messenian Wars was already generated
and flourishing before the end of the fifth
century, and we may feel pretty sure that the
hero Aristomenes, or his legend, had already
done good service against Sparta before the
middle of that century.

REGINALD W. MACAN.

CONTESTED ETYMOLOGIES.

I.—LATIN ingens ' HUGE.'

§ 1. FOR ingens I find two]etymologies cur-
rent. One proceeds from Danielsson (Pauli's
Altital. Stud. iv. 149) who posits an Aryan
base *n§n-t- ' unknown' = Eng. uncouth.
Schulze(iT.^. 28, 281) independently com-
pares Ir. ingndd ' wunderbar.' This
etymology is mentioned without definite
acceptance by Brugmann, Gr. ii. § 123, and
accepted by Lindsay, Lot. Lang. p. 274.
Another etymology advocated by Breal
(Breal et Bailly's Diet. Etym. Lot. s.v. and
Mem. Soc. Ling. ix. 42) derives ingens from
*J§en ' become ' compounded with an inde-

terminate preposition. Neither of these
etymologies is conclusive regarding the
signification of ingens, for ' uncouth ' does
not mean ' huge,' nor is there question of a
-to- stem in the Latin word.

§ 2. I would therefore compare ingens with
Sk. mahdnt ' large' <Aryan *rr^h-ent-, re-
cognizing gradation of course for the suffix
-ent-. In Sanskrit we should expect *ahdnt,
but mdJii 'great,' and mdhas 'greatness,'
were influential to check gradation, though
in Greek we have ayov ' much, very.' I can
see no reason why this explanation, which
suits both the sense and inflexion, is not
preferable to either of the others. That
ingens is but an emphatic magnus is proved
by Ter. Eun. 391 : Magnas vero agere
gratias Thais mihi 1 GN. Ingentis: on which
Cicero {Lad. 98) makes the comment: satis
erat respondere magnas. The only previous
comparison of ingens and mahdnt I can find

in the literature accessible to me proceeds
from Bury, B.B. 7, 82, where it is not clear
whether he makes claim to it as new or
not.

§ 3. Even in Sanskrit we have, I believe,
a trace of the stem *mg'h-. In a stanza of the
wedding hymn, B.V.'lO, 85, 13 ( = A.V. 14,
1, 13) we have the form aghasu, but A.V:
magha-su. Now maghdsu means ' in the
month of magha,' while aghasu means ' in
the evil [-month].' Weber (Abhandl. Ah
Wits. Berlin, 1861, p. 364) believes that
aghasu was a mala fide alteration of maghasu,
for our stanza prescribes a sacrifice of cows
preparatory to the bridal procession, and the
cow subsequently grew to have a sacrosanct
character. This reasoning would be more
valid if the alteration assumed had takeri
place in A. V., which is the more superstitious
volume.

§ 4. The month of Magha, was sacred to
the Manes, and, though its -gh- is probably
a ' velar,' it is not to be separated from wirtft-
in pitamaha-s ' Manes ' (cf. tnah-S pitr-i, dat.
sg., used of a dead ancestor in R. V. 1 71,5;
6 20, 11 ; see P.W. s.v. pU&mahd-). The
velar is also warranted in Goth, manags, O.
Bulg. munogii ' much' beside Sk. mdnha-le
' is large, generous,' maghdrm ' fulness,
riches ' (v. Brug. Gr. ii. § 596, 5), if these
have an infixed -no-. On the interchange
of ' velars' and' palatals' I refer to Noreen,
Urgerm. Lautlehre, § 55, and the literature
there cited. Inasmuch as the Roman and
Hindu cults of the Manes are equally well
developed (cf. Schrader Sprachvergleichung2
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p. 612) we must heed the correspondence of
Maghd and Lat. Mains, a month also sacred to
the Manes (Ovid, Fasti, v. 421; cf. the author,
Proc. Am. Phil. Assoc, July 1894, p. ix.).1

II.—LATIN immanis.

§ 1. Lewis and Short's Lexicon gives the
still current derivation (cf. Lindsay, Lat.
Lang. p. 339) from in + mdnus 'good,' but de-
fines 1° as ' monstrous in size,' 2° ' monstrous
in character.' Thus the definition and
etymology are not in accord, and, pace
Schweizer-Sidler (K.Z. 14, 153), I accept the
definition rather than the etymology, and
propose instead to connect immanis with
ingens 'huge' and magnus 'great,' from a
base *mghn-, with a primitive Italic gen.
*mgn-es.> Hmmdnis with anaptyptic a ; the
lengthening of the a was due to association
with indnis ' empty, trivial,' vesdnus ' fierce'
(Plaut. Trin. 826), and the class of adjectives
in -ano (cf. V. Henry, Gram. Comp.2 § 158).

§ 2. There is difficulty however with the
phonetics, for the change, primitive Ital.
gwn> Lat. mn, has not yet been generally
recognized. • In Proc. Am: Phil. Assoc. Dec.
1894, p. lii. I have brought together a
number of examples to support this law.
Tolerably certain seem to me the following,
based mainly on variants due to rjn in-
flexion: (1) umor 'water' (gen. *ugwnos) :
iypos ' moist '; (2) fluv-ius: flum-en (gen.
*jlugw-nos) ; (3) ruc-tus ' belching': rum-en
' throat ' ; (4)/ej»-wr, gen./emWs ' thigh' :
Sk. bdh-iis 'fore-foot'; (5) vom-er 'plough-
share': O.H.G. wag-anso; (6) omentum
' f a t ' : unguen ' ointment.' I have also
shown there how the surviving cases of gn<
Aryan gn, may be due in most cases to
the etymological consciousness. The best
explanation I could then offer for ignis
1 fire' instead of *imnis was rhyming asso-
ciation with lignum 'fire-wood.' To the
Romans ignis meant' lightning' (cf. Lucret.
vi. 80), and so was cognate, as they thought,
with ictus ' stroke,' which I take to be
a ptc. to iacere ' strike.' Thus in one sentence
Lucretius (vi. 309-316) uses ignis and ictus
three times each in a description of the
lightning. Further the phrase subicere ignem
is so common as almost to suggest the figura
etymologica. Beside/ulgorisictus 'lightning

1 The relation of Mains to the name Magiut and to
maior was seen by Aufrecht, K.Z. 1, 231 ; he defined
Mains as 'der wachstum verleihende.' In the same
sens* Corasen expressed himself (ib. 3, 278 ; 11, 327).
Grassmann (ib. 16, 171) compared the Tusculan
Jupiter Modus with Indra Maghivan. See also
Ascoli ib. 17, 274.

stroke' (ib. vi. 316) stands fulmineus ignis
(ib. ii. 382). Vergil (Aen. x. 177) has
praesagi fulminis ignes. From a somewhat
later period Ovid may be cited for Iovis igni-
bus ictus (TrisL I. iii. 77). Out of this as-
sociation the abnormal phonetics of ignis can
be explained. If we bear in mind that the
Vedic Agni was lightning, it is fair to
connect the word with Jag 'drive, shoot,'
and define as ' dart, darter ' ; compare Lat.
iacere ' shoot': ictus 'stroke of lightning.'
If this kinship with Jaj be correct * then
Sk. agni, O.Bg. ogni have a- and not o-; in
Lith. ugnis there has been a deflection in
the initial vowel caused by usnis ' burning
nettle ' : Jus- ' burn,' or we may see in
ugnis the phonetic continuant of Sk. vdhni,
a standing epithet of Agni in R.V., and
later a regular name for fire—in the pre-
accentual grade to be sure. The difficulty in
connecting agni with -/aj- is that the former
has a ' velar,' and the latter a ' palatal.' For
this condition see above.3

. § 3. Returning from this digression, I claim
that if gn> Latin mn be a correct induction
there is no phonetic obstacle to connecting
immanis with ingens as above set forth. As
to signification immanis is like our ' enor-
mity,' German grb'sse, taken in malum
sensum.

III.—Manus ' GOOD ' ; di Manes.

§ 1. Among the Romans Varro connected
manus with mane ' in the morning.'4 Schwei-
zer<Sidler>(iT..#. 2, 73 compared Sk. mrdu,
Lat. mottis, rejecting a suggestion of Schwenk
that manus was a byform of magnus ' great.'
Ascoli (K.Z. 17, 275,) debates fcthis same
etymology for Manes as well as manus. For
the phonetics he compares vena ' vein,
channel' (Grk. ox«rds ' canal') <*veh-na, i.e.
*veg-na. In Proc. Am. Phil. Assoc. July,
1894, p. x. I independently made the same
suggestion for Manes, reporting the following
examples of primitive Ital. gn> Lat. n in
isolated words : fenum ' hay' : <f>ayav ' ea t ' ;
fenus ' interest ': Sk. Jbhaj- ' share ' ; leno

* Cf. Aen. ix. 706: phalarica—-fulminis acta
modo; x. 38 aetam nubibus Irim.

3 I add here another example of this interchange ;
noting that £/ut{a ' wain' means in Hesiod ' plough-
carriage' we can connect oipara- Setr/wl apfapuv
' plough-frame' o<pris' Uporpov ' ploughshare' ' Hesy-
chius'with # x o s ' c a r ' ; > : s/veqh- 'move along.' i
shall have to discuss this question in an article on
cortex : eortina.

4 Cf. also Festus s.v. Manuos: in canninibus
saecularibus [i.e. saliaribus] Aelius Stilo signincare
ait bonos. Et inferi di Manes pro boni dicuntur a
suppliciter eos venerantibus propter metum mortis,
ut immanes quoque pro valde [non bonis] dicuntur.
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'pander ' : Xayvos 'salacious.' For the
signification of mdnus I note the title of
Jupiter optimus maximus, -and the adjective
magnanimus, comparing also, for the signifi-
cation, a-fieivtav 'be t ter ' : /wos 'might.'1

Schwenk also compared fiaKapts 6eoC with di
manes. Of course if manes comes from
*magnes this last may come from *macnes.
There is no difficulty in operating in all
these cases with a suffix -sno, -sni as
Brugmann does (Gr. ii. § 60, 94). Let him
who will believe that the Aryans had words
in male- (e.g. pax-pos ' long,' Avest. masita
' big, tall'), in ma§- (Lat. magnus, Grk.
/uicyas ' great'), and in magh- (Sk. mah&nt
' great,' Avest. mazista-' greatest') without
isolating for them a common root. To this
common root, which we may designate by
*magx-, fid/capes ' the blessed dead,' Maries
( < *magsnes) and Sk. Maghd ' month sacred
to the Manes' may be referred. In this
sense Ascoli also expressed himself (I.e. 274).

§ 2. For mdnus a derivation from *mag-
8nu- suits phonetics and signification well.
Paulus (Epit. Festi s.v. matrem malutam)
writes: ' in carmine saliari cerus manus
intelligitur creator bonus.' Now if manus
be not the positive of immanis it may be
after all mdnus (<*m9nu-) and capable of
connection with d-/i«Wv. Further mdnus
may come from *mad-snu, and be cognate
with Sk. mand-in ' joyous ' and its kin; or
it may come from *mat-snu and be cognate
with Ir. maith2 'good.' Still another pos-
sibility is that in cerus Mdnus we have the
divinity corresponding to the German
Mannus (Tac. Germ. 2), and to the Vedic
Manu, the primitive ancestor. In this last
case cerus is possibly an epithet = TJmbr.
gerfe (cf. Biicheler, TJmbr. pp. 80, 98), and
Manus the name.

§ 3. Touching the root magx-1 have already
noted that its final consonant shifts from
'velar' to 'palatal '(supra I. § 4). Its
shift h- g- gh was due to consonantal com-
binations. Thus Sk. malids- is entitled to a

1 For another less probable etymology of a/teivwi/
{iom*i^+gwenseeProc. Am. Phil. Assoc. Deo. 1895,
p. liii.

2 Stokes (Fick, Wort.* ii. 199) writes pre-Celtic
mati-s, matos on the basis of Gallic Mati-donnus,
Teuto-matos: otherwise the Irish form might be
referred to *mad-. Bezzenberger adds ' fiarls- fieyas.
rivh M TOW frunxius Hesych?' I would correct
Hesychius to /larU (cf. ii&vns 'seer') fxayos etc.
Further glosses are fiariip- iiritncovos, t*i(riTwv,
€pevvi)Tifs. This iuvrt\p has been corrected to
/uoo-T^p, but its genuineness seems to be attested by
fiarla- naprvpla, f o r a s /uiprvplat i s g l o s s e d b y fif
<r«is 'meaning, signification' we may define
and luvris by 'interpreter.' Note also /MTiaar
<roi, fi)T7)(roi ' search,'

gen. *mak-s-ds (cf. Brugmann Gr. ii. § 132);
I note maks-ii 'schnell': mah-dn- 'schnelle'
(cf. Grassman, Wort. s.v. 7), and mahd-padd
' grosse schritte machend ' i.e. ' swift.' For
the variation of g and gh I note the neigh-
bourhood of nasals, and refer to Noreen
(I.e. § 51).3 In writing the root-vowel as &
I follow iw.K-p6s, and mag-nus, not /x.ey-as,4'
Goth, mik-ils. But, in favour of the reigning
vocalic theories the stem may be written
megx- with a byform nag"-.

IV.—LATIN mas ' MALE,' Mars,' GOD
OF WAE.'

§ 1 . A. Weber (K.Z. 5,234) compared mas
with Sk. mdnsa ' flesh ' ; Benfey Wurzelerw.
ii. 36 connected with Jmam ' think,' apd
manu ' man ' ; Leo Meyer (K.Z. 5, 387) re-
jects Benfey's explanation in favour of a
problematic »Jmrs ' benetzen,' comparing
apenjv ' male ' (Sk. vfsan : %*Jvrs ' benetzen').
Froehde (B.B. 7, 126) compares Sk. ma'jjdn
'marrow.'

§ 2. For my part I believe that Benfey's
comparison is correct in fact. We have to
reckon with the interchange of s and n stems
with r stems. • I cite the following ex-
amples v8<op, gen. vSa-ros (a<«), dat. vSet
(*uoWi) ' water'; ovOap-, gen. OU&I-TOS, Sk,
Mhas ' udder'; //%aP> /"?XOS ' length,' Sk.
mahdn ' greatness ' ; Lat. gen. femor-is, nom.
femus, gen. feminis ' thigh ' ; iecur, iecus-
culum, gen. ijira-ros ' liver'; modus, fiti£ov
' greater,' and other comparative suffixes;

fnlgor, fulgus, fulmen (mn <gwn) ' light-
ning.' These examples may be greatly
multiplied (cf. Joh. Schmidt, K.Z. 26, 408,
and Pedersen, ib. 32, 252). I find the same
variation in the word for ' m a n ' : 1° mor-
al. Sk. mdr-ya ' young man,' fteip-aij; 2° mas-
Lat. (gen.) mar-is, mas-culus 'male'; 3°man
Sk. mdn-u, mdrwis- in gradation, perhaps,
with dv-ijp (<*mn-tp, a syncretic stem?),
and with Sk. ndr- (<*mn-erX). In O.Blg.
m&zi I see *mqsi, that is a contamination of
the n and s stems.5

3 I am not mj'self convinced that gh is prior to g ;
gh may have been developed from an intervocalic g
at the end of a syllable plus a ' glottal buzz' before
the next vowel; cf. Vietor, Germ. Pronune.2 p. 57
and the author, Am. Jr. Phil. xvi. 23.

4 I cannot see why /idyos ' toil' fioyepis 'toilsome'
should not be brought into this group. No authority
is to be given to the a- of the gloss of Hesychius :
apoyephv <rx\i)phv. iirlflovXov, fioxOypSv because of
his <ri*vyepbv MTOVOV—pox&nphi'—4iri$ov\ov etc.
For the signification I note that Cicero not only says
magnum opus et arduum, but also magnum est efficere
etc. ; cf. Od. y. 261 /ieya tpyov.

5 Have we not this treatment of initial mn° in the
words for ' name' ?—ivofna <*mvo-fta [with & for & by
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§ 3. We come now to discuss the relation
of mas and Mars. Cicero (Nat. Be. ii. 67)
writes : iam qui magna verteret, Mavors ;
Varro (>L.L. p. 18, Steph.) writes : Mars ab
eo quod maribus in^bello praeest. These
definitions are combined by Pott (K.Z. 26,
205) who interprets by ' Mares vertens.'
Corssen (K.Z. 2, 1) derives from mas-t-.
L. Meyer (K.Z. 5, 387) compares Sk. marut-
'storm-wind.' In Proc. Am. Phil. Assoc. July,
1894, p. vii. I referred Mars along with
Indra and Ares to the stem ner ' man,' with
a weak stage nr- or nr-, explaining Mars for
*Nars (observe the name of Neriene, his
wife, and compare with Sk. indrani) as due
to popular etymology with mors ' death.'
Subsequently (ib. 1895, p. lxviii.) I made a
comparison of Mars with Sk. ma/rut, indepen-
dently of L. Meyer's. Now, however, noting
Homer's fiipoira pporoi (B, 285) beside
jSpoTos avrjp (E, 361) I would compare Mars
directly with /tcpon-es, in so far as a stem
mer- ' man' is concerned. It is probable in
my opinion that Aryan *mn-er- a contamin-
ated form of *man- and *mar- gave rise to
*ner- beside *mar. Thus the Aryan proto-
type of Mars and Indra may have had a
double name Mar- or War-. Jacobi (K.Z. 31,
316) also makes indra a cognate of *ner-
' man' <*vnro-. His 9- amounts after all to
a ' prothetic' vowel; I would write instead
*mn-ro, for which a Sk. *andra- would be
expected, and in Avestan we have andra
beside indra in the manuscripts. I have
suggested (I.e.) that the initial vowel of
indra was due to alliteration with the god's
frequent epithet ind ' on-rushing.' If how-
ever we may operate with 9m instead of m,

assimilation to the following o, cf. Joh. Schmidt,
K. Z. 32, 370 ; this assimilation seems to occur only
with unaccented a-, say from gen. oy6iun-oi\, and
no-men <*mnomen: ^men think; at any rate 0 .
Truss, emmens may be interpreted as mn-mn-, rgn-
being the weakest grade of mno-. This explanation
will'absolve the forms without resorting, as Bartho-

- lomae does, to six grades (B.B. 17, 132). If Cymric
. enw and Armen. anun allow us to operate with a

stem in -vtn- beside -men, then av-dvvfxos 'nameless'
may be dissimilated from *av-&v-wos ; w is in any
case such a lengthening as we see in troQtirepos (cf.

^ infra, vii. § 14). I should myself however take -vpos
for -vfwos, cf. v&vvpvos alternating with vt&vvfios
' nameless' v being an anaptyptic vowel as in ywi).

then indra will be beautifully regular from
*9mn-ro, assuming always, with Jacobi, a
parasitic d.1

§ 4. No one ought to feel a difficulty about
the t of the Latin stem mar-t-. I t will
belong with the -t- of Sk. yahr-t-, Gk. (gen.)
rpra-r-os, as well as with the -t- of Sk.
Marut.2 That the Maruts were the ' manly
ones' seems to be clear from the use of
ndras (nom.) and naras (voc.) with Marutas
and Marutas twenty-three and eighteen
times respectively. I t seems to me we shall
not go amiss therefore in connecting the u
of Lat. Manors with the u of Marut-. I
assume a stem *maru- like Sk. manu whence
*Marv-ars by contamination with Mars.
The historic form Mavors has vo for va just
as Plautus has vocivus for vacivus etc. (cf.
Lindsay, Latin Language, pp. 15, 18), and
has been simplified from * Manors like
Mamers, beside Marmar.

§ 5. I t may not be objected to this identi- •
fication of Mars with Indra that Mars is an
agricultural god of the spring, for such a
nature has Indra also who • divided the
brooks according to their order, and in the
field the plants bearing flowers and those
with fruits; relying on him, the farmer puts
his hand to the sickle' (Kaegi, The Eigveda,
translated by Arrowsmith, p. 45). For the
agricultural character of Indra I further
cite Paraskara's Grhj/a Sutra ii. 13, 1 : 'On
an auspicious day the harnessing to the
plough. Or under (the Naksatra) Jyestha
(because that rite is) sacred to Indra '
(Oldenberg's translation).

EDWIN W. FAY.
Lexington, Va.

1 As to Bezzenbeger's comparison of OHG.
entire, qndisc ' antiquus ' 0 . E. ent ' giant ' <c*anta
(B.B. 1, 342), I can but believe he is operating with
a loan-word, antiquus. The connection of ideas is
vouched for by the Biblical phrase : ' There were
giants in those days'—the days of yore; cf. Leo
(Gloss, p . 472) who says of O.E. ent: ' ha t aber
zugleich den anspielenden Begriff des alten : enta
geveorc ein Werk der Riesen sc. der Vorzeit, der
Urzeit.' Our word antic shows cognate meanings.

2 The -t- of Sk. m%ta, Ppor6s and of Sk. marlya
'mor ta l 'must also be noted. There is doubtless
ultimate kinship between $por6s and aviip, the rela-
tion being probably that of ' slain' and ' slayer.'

(To be continued.)


